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Conflict Update # 330 

January 19th, 2023 

Back issues at www.accgroupco.com 

Conflict Assessment 

Russian losses¹ – 118,530 (760) soldiers killed, 3,136 (+6) enemy tanks, 6,235 (+10) armored combat vehicles, 2,122 

(+14) artillery systems, 442 (+0) MLRS systems, 220 (+0) air defense systems, 287 (+0) warplanes, 277 (+1) helicopters, 

1,882 (+6) UAVs of the operational-tactical level, 749 (+0) cruise missiles, 17 (+0) warships/cutters, 4,896 (+7) trucks 

and tankers, 4 Iskander Missile Launchers (+0), 239 fuel bowsers (+0) and 190 (+0) units of equipment. 

Key Takeaways 

 Update⁷ – Oleksiy Kuleba, governor of Kyiv, said Thursday that ten adults and six children remain in hospital following 

Wednesday’s helicopter crash which claimed the life of interior minister. 
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Denys Monastyrskiy and 14 other people. Kuleba said families of the victims will receive financial assistance, and that 

children from the kindergarten damaged when the helicopter fell are studying in nearby preschools. 

US may help Ukraine strike Crimea - NYT report⁴ - Several anonymous US officials told The New York Times that 

they are growing more comfortable with the idea of helping Ukraine advance an attack on the Russian-occupied 

Crimean Peninsula on Wednesday. 

The Crimean Peninsula, which has been under Russian control since its annexation in 2014, has become further 

integrated into Russia’s state infrastructure since it invaded Ukraine in early 2022. While the US has maintained that 

Crimea is still part of Ukraine, it has hesitated to become too involved in the Crimean battlefield. 

According to the officials, fears that Russia would retaliate using tactical nuclear weapons have been assuaged, 

meaning the risk of assisting Ukrainian operations in Crimea may be worth it as the US seeks to strengthen Kyiv’s 

position in any future negotiations. 

‘A whole new level’ of war if NATO arms Ukraine, Russia warns¹³ - Russia is warning of an “extremely 

dangerous” escalation if NATO deploys heavy weapons such as battle tanks and long-range missile systems to Ukraine. 

The cautionary statement from the Kremlin on Thursday came before a key donor meeting as Western countries 

consider sending more powerful military equipment to Ukraine with Russian forces intensifying attacks to secure 

territory. 

The Kremlin pressed the West not to give Ukraine heavy weapons capable of striking Russian forces and territory. 

“Potentially, this is extremely dangerous. It will mean bringing the conflict to a whole new level which, of course, will 

not bode well from the point of view of global and pan-European security,” Kremlin spokesperson Dmitry Peskov told 

reporters. 

‘Extremely dangerous’ move to supply Kyiv with heavy weapons such as battle tanks could threaten ‘global and pan-

European security,’ says Moscow.  

Ukraine Just Captured Russia’s Killer T-90S Tank⁹ - A video shared on social media earlier this month shows how 

Ukrainian troops successfully captured a rare Russian T-90S tank somewhere in Kherson Oblast. 

The video footage shows the tank outside of a damaged storage facility or retail 

building, as well as a Ukrainian soldier showing the tank his middle finger. 

The video was shared on Twitter by Ukraine Weapons Tracker. 

“The first documented capture of the rare Russian T-

90S tank by the Ukrainian army - filmed 

somewhere in #Kherson Oblast,” the 

post accompanying the video reads. 

“These tanks, originally intended for export, were 

instead transferred to the Russian army after the 

serious armour losses experienced.” 

Ukraine's Newest Weapon Should Worry Russia's Navy, Air Force: Ex-General¹⁰ - Retired U.S. Lieutenant 

General Ben Hodges on Wednesday said that a weapon the United States will reportedly soon provide to Ukraine 

should cause panic within Russia's military ranks. 
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Politico reported that President Joe Biden's administration will announce this week a new weapons package for 

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky's forces. Included in the package will reportedly be an unknown amount of 

Strykers—a type of military vehicle that can be fitted with machine guns or grenade launchers—and Ground-Launched 

Small Diameter Bombs, also known as GLSDB. 

Russia forces push forward despite ‘colossal losses’¹⁴ - A retreat, a missile blitz and a helicopter crash were the 

low points of the 47th week of the war for Ukraine, but its Western allies may finally be moved to send in heavy armor. 

It was a terrible week for Ukraine. 

On January 12, Russian forces took effective control of Soledar in Donetsk, their first capture of a town since July. 

Bloodied But Not Defeated: Ukrainian Troops Fight On In Soledar Despite Russian Claims Of Victory¹⁹ - 

Ukrainian holdouts in Soledar and Bakhmut are bloodying Moscow's troops in fierce fighting as Russia claims victory. 

Russian mercenaries from the Wagner group claimed on January 10 to have seized control of Soledar, though heavy 

fighting continues in and around the Ukrainian salt-mining town. 

Neither side has disclosed casualties in what many analysts are calling some of the most intense fighting of the war. As 

analysts continue to raise questions about the strategic significance of the fierce fighting for Soledar and Bakhmut, 

Russia continues to invest heavily in trying to take the eastern towns, which hold symbolic value for the Kremlin. 

A Russian victory in Soledar would allow Moscow's forces to inch closer to the bigger city of Bakhmut, which lies some 

15 kilometers southwest -- a prize the Kremlin has failed to seize. 

Putin claimed victory in Soledar, saying: "There is a positive dynamic [in the fighting]. Everything is developing 

according to plan." 

Kyiv denied the claim saying that heavy fighting is continuing. 

Putin continues efforts to reinvigorate Russia’s defense²³ industrial base to support a protracted war in 

Ukraine. 

Putin and Lavrov continue to deny Ukrainian sovereignty²³ and outright reject direct negotiations with 

Ukraine. 

Wagner Group financier Yevgeny Prigozhin is becoming increasingly bold²³ in his verbal attacks against the 

Russian Ministry of Defense (MoD) and the Kremlin. 

Prigozhin and other notable voices in Russia²³ are carving out a new space to criticize Russian President Vladimir 

Putin without fear of retribution. 

Russian forces continued limited²³ counterattacks to regain lost positions near Kreminna. 

Russian forces continued offensive operations²³ near Soledar, Bakhmut, Avdiivka, and Donetsk City. 

The Russian MoD continues to attempt to downplay the role of the Wagner Group²³ in claimed tactical 

advances in the Soledar area. 

Ukrainian officials have indicated that Russian forces²³ are concentrating in Zaporizhia Oblast, possibly for a 

large defensive or offensive effort. 
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Russian forces’ increasing use of incendiary munitions²³ to conduct what appear to be otherwise routine 

strikes in southern Ukraine supports ISW’s recent assessment that Russian forces likely face a shortage of conventional 

artillery rounds. 

Ukrainian and Russian sources continued to indicate that Russian authorities are likely preparing for a 

second wave of mobilization²³. 

Eastern Ukraine: (Eastern Kharkiv Oblast-

Western Luhansk Oblast)²² - Russian forces 

continued limited counterattacks to regain lost 

positions near Kreminna with geolocated footage 

published yesterday indicating their forces made 

marginal advances south of Ploshchanka (17km 

northwest of Kreminna). Luhansk Oblast Head Serhiy 

Haidai stated Russian forces attempted to 

counterattack near Kreminna but are unlikely to 

launch a counteroffensive in the area in the near 

future.  

Haidai also stated that Russian forces are transferring 

equipment to the other side of the Krasna River, 

which flows through Kreminna, in preparation for 

defensive operations and are continuing to move 

reserves to the Svatove-Kreminna line.  

Geolocated footage published January 17 shows 

Russian forces moving reserves and military 

equipment near Severodonetsk (15km southeast of 

Kreminna). The Ukrainian General Staff (UGS) 

reported it repelled an assault near Bilohorivka (12km 

south of Kreminna). 

Casualties arising in this area show little loss of 

armored vehicles and more of soldiers perishing in 

battle. 

Russia is losing over 700 men per day in this theater as they throw thousands of newly-mobilized troops at Ukrainina 

positions. 

Donetsk Oblast²³ - Russian forces yesterday continued offensive operations around Soledar. (Comment – If they 

have captured the town then why are they continuing assaults in it?). A milblogger claimed that Russian forces 

attempted to advance towards Verkhnokamianske (20km northeast of Soledar), Spirne (18km northeast of Soledar), 

and Krasnopolivka (3km north of Soledar).  

UGS reported its repelled a Russian assault near Sil (3km northwest of Soledar). The Russian MoD claimed that Russian 

"volunteers of assault detachments" captured Sil, although ISW still cannot independently verify Russian claims that 

Russian forces control the settlement.  
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The United Kingdom Ministry of Defense 

(UK MoD) reported that Ukrainian forces 

withdrew from Soledar by the end of 

January 16 and continue to defend on the 

outskirts of the settlement. Geolocated 

footage posted yesterday indicates that 

Russian forces have likely advanced 

further west of Soledar in Dvorichchia 

(2km west of Soledar). UGS also reported 

it had repelled a Russian assault near 

Krasna Hora (5km southwest of Soledar). 

The Russian MoD continues to attempt to 

downplay the role of the Wagner Group 

in claimed tactical advances in the 

Soledar area. The Russian MoD’s use of 

"volunteers of assault detachments" to 

describe the formations that supposedly 

captured Sil likely refers to Wagner Group 

fighters.  

The Kremlin previously challenged 

Wagner Group financier Prigozhin’s claim 

that Wagner Group forces were solely 

responsible for capturing Soledar. The 

Russian MoD faced significant backlash 

when it failed initially to acknowledge the 

Wagner Group in its announcement of 

the capture of Soledar and is likely using 

odd language to simultaneously shield 

itself from criticism that it is not 

acknowledging them while also 

downplaying its role in tactical advances 

in the Soledar area. 

Russian forces yesterday continued 

offensive operations around Bakhmut. UGS reported its forces repelled assaults near Bakhmut itself and Klishchiivka 

(7km southwest of Bakhmut). A Russian milblogger claimed that Wagner Group fighters attempted to advance to the 

western outskirts of Klishchiivka and are engaged in fierce battles with Ukrainian forces near the settlement. The 

Russian milblogger also claimed that Russian forces attempted to advance towards Pivnichne (22km southwest of 

Bakhmut). 

Russian forces continued offensive operations in the Avdiivka-Donetsk City area with the UGS reporting it had repelled 

assaults within 32km southwest of Avdiivka near Vodyane, Nevelske, Marinka, and Pobieda. A Russian milblogger 

claimed Russian forces unsuccessfully attempted to cut a road that runs through part of Ukrainian-controlled Marinka.  

Chechen Republic Head Kadyrov claimed an Akhmat Special Forces Regiment successfully stormed a Ukrainian 

stronghold in the direction of Marinka and a milblogger claimed the stronghold was located south of Marinka near 

Novomyhailivka (36km southwest of Avdiivka).  
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Another milblogger claimed Russian forces conducted a ground attack near Kamianske (5km northeast of Avdiivka), 

where Ukrainian forces reportedly still control the H-20 highway. UGS reported Russian forces continued routine 

indirect fire along the line of contact in Donetsk and eastern Zaporizhia oblasts. 

Putin 

Russia suggests "defeat" in Ukraine could "trigger a nuclear war"² - As the US prepares to announce a new 

shipment of military hardware for Ukraine and Kyiv pushes its Western partners for modern battle tanks and other 

heavy weapons, Moscow responded earlier today with a familiar battery of threats. Once again, Russia alluded to its 

nuclear arsenal in a bid to dissuade the U.S. and its NATO allies from helping Ukraine resist the full-scale invasion Putin 

launched almost 11 months ago. 

"It never occurs to any of the lowlifes to draw an elementary conclusion from this: The defeat of a nuclear power in a 

conventional war can trigger a nuclear war," former Russian President Dmitry Medvedev, a top Putin ally who now 

serves as deputy chairman of the Security Council, said in a post on Telegram. 

"Nuclear powers have not lost major conflicts on which their fate depended," added Medvedev, whose rhetoric has 

grown increasingly bellicose over the course of the nearly a year-long war. 

When asked whether Medvedev's eyebrow-raising statement represented an escalation of the conflict in Ukraine or 

Russia's broader standoff with the West, the Kremlin's top spokesman said Thursday that the remarks were in line with 

Russia's nuclear doctrine. 

"There are no contradictions there," presidential spokesperson Dmitry Peskov said. 

Striking an eerily similar note, the head of the Russian Orthodox Church professed in a Thursday sermon that "an 

attempt to destroy Russia would mean the end of the world." 

Putin continues efforts to reinvigorate Russia’s defense industrial base to support a protracted war in 

Ukraine²¹ - Putin visited workers at the Obukhov State Plant—part of the Almaz-Antey Russian state-owned defense 

industrial company—on January 18. He stated the Russian defense industry currently can produce more than it could 

previously in an unspecified past time frame and stated that Russia will achieve the defense industrial production level 

that Russia needs.  

Putin acknowledged that workers at the Obukhov factory work three shifts a day and reiterated that defense industry 

workers were exempted from mobilization, likely because Putin needs to keep specialized workers in Russia’s defense 

industrial base. Putin also used this visit to draw historical parallels between the Great Patriotic War and the current 

war in Ukraine. Putin and Obukhov workers discussed how over 6,500 workers at the Obukhov plant died during the 

Great Patriotic War and how Russia is "absolutely justified" in fighting against neo-Nazis in Ukraine today. 

Putin’s speech²⁰ commemorating the Soviet forces’ breaking of the siege of Leningrad illustrated that he 

remains uncertain about his ability to significantly shape the Russian information space. Putin used his speech 

yesterday to reiterate standard and longstanding Kremlin rhetoric that falsely maintains that Russia launched the 

invasion of Ukraine to protect residents in the Donbas from neo-Nazis who, the Kremlin claims, seized control of the 

Ukrainian government in 2014. 

He did not use the publicity of the event to make any announcements concerning the war in Ukraine, such as a new 

mobilization wave or a formal declaration of war, which some Russian milbloggers had floated.  

Putin has notably declined to use several high-profile public addresses, including his annual New Year’s Speech and his 

canceled annual address to the Russian Federation Assembly, to make any notable new announcements about the war. 
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Putin likely reiterated standard Kremlin rhetoric because it has resonated well with the Russian ultra-nationalist pro-

war community, elements of which have been increasingly critical of his conduct of the war. Putin may seek to shape 

the Russian information space over time, but he appears to be unwilling or unable to attempt a dramatic speech that 

represents a significant inflection in his rhetoric. 

Russian Mobilization 

Criminal Complaints Filed In Belgrade Over Wagner Recruiting Activities In Serbia¹⁷ - A Belgrade lawyer 

and several Serbian-based Russian and Ukrainian anti-war groups have filed a series of criminal complaints in court 

related to the activities on Serbian territory of the Kremlin-linked Wagner mercenary group, which has played a 

significant role in the Kremlin's invasion of Ukraine. 

The criminal complaints were filed on January 19 against the director of Serbia's Security Information Agency (BIA), 

Aleksandar Vulin; the Russian ambassador to Serbia, Aleksandr Botsan-Kharchenko; the Serbian-Russian Humanitarian 

Center in Nis; and members of the right-wing organization Narodni Patrole (National Patrol). 

The complaints against Kharchenko, several unnamed people from the Russian Embassy, and the Nis humanitarian 

center, as well as Vulin and several unnamed employees of BIA, were all filed by Belgrade-based lawyer Cedomir 

Stojkovic. Complaints against the head of Narodne Patrole, Damjan Knezevic, and unnamed members of Narodni 

Patrole were filed by Stojkovic together with representatives of the anti-war groups that monitor Russians, Belarusians, 

Ukrainians, and Serbs. 

Under Serbian law, it is illegal for Serbs to participate in conflicts abroad. 

Impacts 

Russian ambassador was summoned Wednesday over Dnipro missile attacks and antisemitic 

comments, Joly says⁸ - Canadian Foreign Affairs Minister  Mélanie Joly (pictured) said her officials 

“summoned” Russia’s ambassador to Canada Wednesday to answer for Russia’s attacks in 

Dnipro, Ukraine, and antisemitic remarks by Russia’s foreign minister. 

She said the meeting was to “make clear we do not accept the sheer brutality of Russia’s recent 

attacks against civilians in Dnipro, and to condemn face-to-face the antisemitic 

comments made by Russia’s Minister Sergei Lavrov.” 

Over the weekend, a Russian missile strike on an apartment building in 

Dnipro killed 45 people, including six children. On Wednesday 

Russia’s Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov compared the West’s approach 

to Russia to the Holocaust, comparing it to Adolf Hitler’s “final 

solution.” 

Canada previously summoned the ambassador in late November 

to answer for homophobic tweets by the Russian embassy. 

Canada summoned ambassador Oleg Stepanov five times in 2022, the Canadian Press reported in December. 

Peace Talks 

Russia Tacks on Another Demand for Ukraine in Exchange for Peace¹² - During a press conference, Russian 

FM Lavrov said the conflict would only cease when Ukraine is no longer a military threat to Russia. Lavrov also said that 
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his country's security concerns is one of the main reasons for the ongoing war, which began with Russia's invasion last 

February 24. 

"Ukraine, like any other territory bordering Russia, of course, should not host military infrastructure that poses a direct 

threat to our country," Lavrov said when discussing what would be needed to end the war, according to the Russian 

state-controlled media outlet RT. 

He also reportedly added that "the goals of the special military operation are not fictional, not plucked out of thin air" 

but are "defined by fundamental, legitimate security interests of the Russian Federation." 

Lavrov's comments came as speculation continues that Putin could soon initiate another mobilization of troops in order 

to mount a new offensive in Ukraine. 

Comment – Ukraine surrendered its nuclear arsenal and strategic weapons to Russia in 1991 in return for an agreement 

of non-violence against it by Russia. Ukraine no longer represented any threat to Russia. Russia abrogated the 

agreement in 2014 and before that when interfering in Ukrainian internal affairs. This is akin to saying that Puerto Rico 

represents a military threat to the US. 

Comments 

The World Economy No Longer Needs Russia - With alternative sources in place, Putin’s attempt at 

blackmailing Europe on energy has failed.¹⁵ By Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, the Lester Crown professor in management practice and a 

senior associate dean at the Yale School of Management, and Steven Tian, the director of research at the Yale Chief Executive Leadership Institute. 

For much of the past year, and since his invasion of Ukraine last February, Putin has been riding high on his supposed 

energy omnipotence, holding the global economy hostage to his whims. Since last summer, Putin has choked off 

natural gas supplies to Europe, hoping that Europeans, shivering and without heat during the winter, would turn on 

their leaders and make it politically infeasible to continue support for Ukraine. 

The threat was potent: In 2021, a whopping 83 percent of Russian gas was exported to Europe. Russia’s total global 

exports of 7 million barrels of oil a day and 200 billion cubic meters (bcm) of piped gas a year accounted for about half 

of its federal revenue. Even more importantly, Russia’s commodities exports played a crucial role in global supply 

chains: Europe was reliant on Russia for 46 percent of its total gas supply, with comparable levels of dependence on 

other Russian products including metals and fertilizer. 

Now, as we approach the one-year anniversary of Putin’s invasion, it is apparent that Russia has permanently forfeited 

its erstwhile economic might in the global marketplace. 

Thanks to an unseasonably warm winter in Europe, Putin’s moment of maximum leverage has passed uneventfully, 

and, as we correctly forecast last October, the biggest victim of Putin’s gas gambit was Russia itself. Putin’s natural gas 

leverage is now nonexistent, as the world—and, most importantly, Europe—no longer needs Russian gas. 

Far from freezing to death, Europe quickly secured alternative gas supplies by pivoting to global liquefied natural gas 

(LNG). This included an estimated 55 bcm from the United States, two-and-a-half times more than prewar U.S. exports 

of LNG to Europe. Coupled with increases in supply from renewable sources, nuclear, and, in the interim, coal, these 

alternative supplies have reduced Europe’s dependence on Russian gas to 9 percent of its total gas imports. In fact, 

Europe now purchases more LNG than it ever purchased Russian gas. 

Furthermore, Europe’s unseasonably warm winter means that not only have the worst-case scenarios been avoided, 

but Europe’s full storage tanks have barely been drawn down and can carry over into next winter. In January, German 
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storage tanks were a record 91 percent full, up from 54 percent last year, meaning that Europe will need to buy 

significantly less gas in 2023 than in 2022. 

The implications are tremendous. Europe is now assured sufficient energy supply well into 2024 at a minimum, 

providing enough time for cheaper alternative energy supplies—both renewables and bridge fuels—to be fully 

onboarded and operating within Europe. This includes the completion of an additional 200 bcm/year in LNG export 

capacity by 2024—enough to fully and permanently replace Russia’s 200 bcm/year gas exports once and for all. 

Furthermore, the days of globally expensive energy amid “Russia-driven supply squeezes” are over for good. In addition 

to Europe’s lower expected demand for LNG, China is pivoting away from global LNG in favor of domestic sources. 

Coupled with the rapidly increasing LNG supply, it is little surprise that the gas futures market is now pricing gas to be 

cheaper than prewar levels for years to come. 

Putin, on the other hand, has zero remaining leverage and no way to replace his erstwhile primary customer; he is 

finding out the hard way it is much easier for consumers to replace unreliable commodity suppliers than for suppliers 

to find new markets. Already, Putin is drawing practically no profit from gas sales, as his prior 150 bcm sales of piped 

gas to Europe have been replaced by a measly 16 bcm to China and pocket change in global LNG sales, barely enough to 

cover expenses. There are no markets for Putin to replace anything close to that 150 bcm shortfall: China lacks the 

necessary pipeline capacity to take any more for at least a decade and prefers domestic and diversified sources of 

energy anyhow, while Russia’s laggard technology makes it impossible to scale LNG exports beyond a slow trickle. 

Putin’s oil leverage is likewise diminishing. Gone are the days when fear of Putin taking Russian oil supplies off the 

market caused oil prices to skyrocket by 40 percent over two weeks. In fact, when—in response to last month’s rollout 

of the G-7 oil price cap, which we helped develop—Putin announced a ban, from Feb. 1, on oil exports to countries that 

accepted the price cap, oil prices actually went down. 

Putin’s failed economic gambits are yet another set of miscalculations to add to an increasingly long list, from his 

underestimation of the people of Ukraine to his underestimation of the collective unity and willpower of the West. 

White House blasts Russia’s Lavrov for Holocaust comparison¹¹ - The White House blasted Russian Foreign 

Minister Sergey Lavrov on Wednesday after he compared the United States’ approach to Russia with the Nazis’ effort 

to eradicate the Jewish people during the Holocaust. 

“Our first reaction is how dare he compare anything to the Holocaust, anything. Let alone a war that they started,” 

White House national security spokesman John Kirby said at a briefing. 

“It’s almost so absurd that it’s not worth responding to, other than the truly offensive manner in which he tried to cast 

us in terms of Hitler and the Holocaust,” he added. 

Lavrov accused the U.S. of attempting to form a coalition of European countries to solve the “Russian question” at a 

news conference on Wednesday, referencing the Nazis’ plan for the genocide of the Jewish people during World War II, 

known as the “Final Solution.” 

Comment – Where are you Benjamin? 

Henry Kissinger says Russia war validates Ukraine's NATO bid¹⁸ - U.S. elder statesman Henry Kissinger on 

January 17 said Russia's invasion shows there is no longer a point to keeping Ukraine out of NATO, the long-held 

aspiration of Kyiv that he once opposed. The 99-year-old former secretary of state and apostle of realpolitik has for 

months advocated a cease-fire in the Ukraine war that would in effect accept some military gains by Russia. But 

speaking virtually to the World Economic Forum in Davos, Kissinger said that NATO membership for Ukraine would be 

an "appropriate outcome." "The idea of a neutral Ukraine under these conditions is no longer meaningful," he said. 
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Comment – This is a turnaround for Kissinger who very recently advised that Ukraine should commence peace 

negotiations with Russia including ceding territory. 

'Tyranny is outpacing democracy': Volodymyr Zelenskyy tells leaders at Davos to act faster¹⁴ - Ukrainian 

President Volodymyr Zelenskyy on Wednesday said Western supplies of weapons must outpace Russia's attacks. In a 

video address to the World Economic Forum at Davos, Switzerland, he urged the world to move faster in its decision-

making because “tragedies are outpacing life; the tyranny is outpacing democracy,” he said. 

Zelenskyy also stood and asked for a moment of silence for victims of a helicopter crash in Ukraine on Wednesday 

morning, which included his interior minister. While the cause is unknown, he said that “every individual, every death is 

a result of war." 

He said the world needed to react more quickly to global security, climate change and hunger. He added, when Russia 

started the war, the world needed days to react with the first sanctions. 

“The time the free world uses to think is used by the terrorist state to kill," he said. 

“The supplying of Ukraine with air defense systems must outpace Russia’s vast missile attacks. The supplies of Western 

tanks must out outpace another invasion of Russian tanks," added Zelenskyy. 

Containment 

Several countries to announce sending Leopard tanks to Ukraine – Lithuaniaᶾ - Several countries will 

announce sending Leopard 2 tanks to Ukraine on Friday at a meeting at the German Ramstein Air Base, the Lithuanian 

defence minister said on Thursday. 

"Some of the countries will definitely send Leopard tanks to Ukraine, that is for sure", Arvydas Anusauskas told Reuters, 

about the Ramstein pledges, speaking after a preparatory meeting of 11 nations in Estonia. 

The total number of armored vehicles pledged at Ramstein will go into hundreds, Anusauskas said. 

US set to finalize massive security aid package for Ukraine, including Stryker combat vehicles for the 

first time⁵ - he US is set to finalize a huge military aid package for Ukraine totaling approximately $2.5 billion worth of 

weaponry, including for the first time Stryker combat vehicles, two sources briefed on the next tranche of aid told CNN. 

 The package is not yet finalized, one of sources said, but it could come before the end of the week. 

The new aid – one of the biggest packages to be announced since the war began last February – would also include 

more armored Bradley Fighting Vehicles, according to one of the people briefed. Combined with the Strykers, it marks a 

significant escalation in the armored vehicles the US has committed to Ukraine in its fight against Russia. Mine-resistant 

ambush protected vehicles, known as MRAPs, are also on the list, the person said. The US has already committed to 

sending Ukraine nearly 500 MRAPs. 

When asked if the US was preparing to announce another Ukraine security package, State Department spokesman Ned 

Price told CNN, “Two words: stay tuned.” 

Stryker vehicles are armored vehicles capable of moving infantry across a battlefield. They are both lighter and faster 

than Bradley infantry fighting vehicles, which the Pentagon announced it is sending to Ukraine for the first time earlier 

this month. Together, the two vehicles provide Ukraine a mechanized capability that can bring the fight directly to the 

front lines, especially combined with promised tanks from the UK and other armored vehicles from France and 

Germany. 
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“What we’re trying to look at is the mix of armored and mechanized forces that make sense,” Colin Kahl, 

undersecretary of defense for policy, told reporters Wednesday. 

The announcement is not 

expected, however, to include 

tanks or the long-range missiles 

Ukraine has repeatedly asked for. 

The US is expected to send 

Ukraine more ammunition for its 

artillery systems and HIMARS 

rocket systems that have been 

consistent in recent aid packages. 

Ukrainian officials have been 

fiercely lobbying Washington for 

longer-range missiles known as 

ATACMS (Army Tactical Missile 

Systems) that have a range of 

around 200 miles (about 300 

kilometers). The Biden 

administration has resisted 

sending them out of fear of 

escalating the conflict with Russia. 

“On the ATACMS issue, I think 

we’re kind of at the agree to 

disagree position on that,” Kahl 

said. 

Kyiv has pleaded for modern tanks, a request the US is not yet willing to grant, even though the UK and other key allies 

are preparing to send tanks that could make a crucial difference in the war as Kyiv braces for a possible large-scale 

Russian counter-offensive. 

Eleven NATO countries pledge new military aid for Ukraine⁶ - A group of 11 NATO countries, including Britain 

and Poland, pledged a raft of new military aid to support Ukraine's war with Russia on Thursday ahead of a crunch 

meeting on arms for Kyiv scheduled to take place in Germany on Friday.  

"The West must stay united and continue to support Ukraine with military aid," Estonian Defence Minister Hanno 

Pevkur (pictured right)  told a news conference in his home country, held jointly with his British counterpart and other 

officials. 

"What Ukraine needs most is heavy weaponry ... The hardest battles are still ahead," Pevkur said. 

Gathering at a military base, the officials pledged missiles, stinger air defence systems, anti-aircraft 

guns, machine guns, training, and other equipment and services. 

Britain, which has already announced plans to send tanks to Ukraine, will also send 600 

Brimstone missiles, Defence Secretary Ben Wallace said as he outlined details. 

Poland was sending S-60 anti-aircraft guns with 70,000 rounds of 

ammunition and was ready to donate a company of German-made Leopard 2 
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tanks, "pending (a) wider coalition" of Leopard donors, according to a joint statement from the meeting. 

The potential supply of Leopard tanks is expected to be high on the agenda when a broader group of nation, including 

the United States, meets on Friday at Germany's Ramstein Air Base. 

Sanctions 

EU to Consider More Russia Sanctions Despite Difficult Debates¹⁶ - The European Union will continue to 

consider new rounds of sanctions on Russia even though the bloc’s debates have gotten more challenging each time, 

said European Council President Charles Michel. 

“Each debate on sanctions is much more difficult than the previous one,” Michel said Thursday in an interview with 

reporters during a trip to Kyiv after he met Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskiy. “We have good debates with 

President Zelenskiy, and I will brief my colleagues on what are the Ukrainian proposals and we will consult. I’m 

confident we will be able to strengthen the pressure on the Kremlin.” 
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